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2 Style 103871



Style 10387

“Desert Rebel”

Tween

$14.99          L, XL          

Knit dress with distressed
faux leather epaulettes has
distressed faux leather front
paneling with metallic gold
prints and coordinating 

removable belt with leather
and hardware detailing. Full
faux leather hooded cape,
faux leather leggings with

gold accents, and matching
distressed faux leather

cuffs included. 
(All other accessories not

included) 
(5 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10387


Style 10242

“Egyptian Jewel”

Tween

L, XL                   $14.99

Dress features satin striped
bodice and faux leather
skirt has set-in belt with trim
and jewel accents and front
panel with sequin detail and
ankh print. Gold lamé collar
with trim and jewel details
features full metallic knit
cape. Knit cropped leggings
with gold ankh print, gold
lamé armbands, and
matching jeweled 
headpiece included. 
(All other accessories not
included) 
(5 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10242


Style 9928

“Lotus Warrior”

Tween

$14.99          L, XL          

Style 9958

“Battle Beauty”

Tween

$17.99          L, XL          

Rich panné velvet
dress with kimono

sleeves, brocade waist
drape, satin accents,

gold frog closures, and
gold skirt applique.

Includes knit leggings
with applique detail,
and black knit tie-on

face mask.
(All other accessories

not included)
(3 piece set)

Knit dress with faux
vinyl bodice, metallic
lamé center insert,

grommet strap
details with D-ring
and O-ring accents,
set-in faux vinyl vest,
and detachable knit
cape with faux fur

epaulettes. Includes
knit leggings with

grommet strap accents,
matching grommet

strap headpieces, and
faux vinyl wrist cuffs.
(All other accessories

not included)
(5 piece set)

Style 10358

“Warrior of Darkness”

Tween

L, XL                   $15.99

Knit dress features a chainmail illusion bodice, faux leather
epaulettes, full metallic knit cape, set-in faux leather belt,
full satin skirt with faux leather panels, and grommet details
throughout. Includes knit leggings with grommet trim detail,

stylized faux leather wrist cuffs, and coordinating 
headpiece. (All other accessories not included) 

(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9928
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9958
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10358


Style 10388

“Bone-ita Beauty”

Tween

L, XL                   $15.99

Style 10381

“Princess of the Sea”

Tween

L, XL                   $15.99

Traditional folk silhouetted knit dress features sugar skull
style bone print, full skirt with lace peplum, and ric-rac trim
details throughout. Coordinating printed knit leggings,
printed knit glovettes, and flower headband with ribbon 
accents included. (All other accessories not included) 

(4 piece set)

Scallop printed stretch lamé dress with velvet halter bodice
features center front shirring detail and an organza 
mermaid flounce hemline. An attached, quilted sparkle
lamé shell collar is adorned with iridescent ric-rac trim.
Matching scallop lamé fingerless gloves and a tiara with
coordinating heart-shaped jewel included. (All other 

accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10388
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10381


Style 10252

“Miss Wonderland”

Tween

L, XL                   $13.99

Style 10253

“Queen of Heartbreakers”

Tween

L, XL                   $13.99

Off-shoulder knit dress with full, multi-layered skirt has
striped ruffle detail, sequin appliqué, set-in apron with bow
accent. Matching striped glovettes, and coordinating 

headband bow with sequin heart patch included. (All other
accessories not included) 

(3 piece set)

Off the shoulder knit dress features panné velvet bodice
with draped peplums, faux lace-up, full striped satin skirt
with sequin heart appliqués and lace trim throughout.
Matching striped glovettes, and mini-crown headband 

included. (All other accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10252
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10253


Style 10264

“Wonder Cutie”

Tween

L, XL                   $14.99

Knit dress with panné velvet bodice, lamé neckline has red
star print, set-in lamé belt with eagle patch, V-shaped skirt
with faux leather star printed panels, and removable gold

lasso. Matching full satin cape, gold lamé printed 
headpieces, matching lamé cuffs, and coordinating panné
velvet and lamé leg warmers included. (All other acces-

sories not included) 
(6 piece set)

Style 9930

“Miss Olympian”

Tween

L, XL                   $14.99

Panné velvet dress
with metallic knit drape
accents, sheer skirt
overlay, Greek key trim,
and set-in belt with
medallion and gold leaf
details. Includes satin
wrist cuffs and laurel
leaf headband crown.
(All other accessories
not included)
(3 piece set)

Style 9932

“Cadet Cutie”

Tween
L, XL                   $15.99

Camouflage print knit dress
with set-in belt
accented with gold star
patches, a faux vest with
army print and fabric
medals. Includes matching
army hat with gold star
patch, and coordinating knit
leggings with gold star
patch and gold trim detail.
(All other accessories not
included)
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10264
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9930
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9932


Style 8986

“Full Moon Sass”

Teen

XS, S, M, L         $15.99

Faux fur trimmed crushed velvet hooded dress with jagged
edge plaid front panel, pom pom ties, attached ears and
tail. Includes matching faux fur fingerless gloves and boot

covers. (All other accessories not included)
(3 piece set)

Style 9001

“Fur-Ocious Creature”

Teen

$15.99         XS, S, M, L         

Dress with ruffle short
sleeves, with a faux fur
center front panel and
triple ruffled skirt with
attached monster tail.
Faux fur monster hood
with multi-color spikes
and contrast colored
pom poms. Includes
faux fur fingerless
gloves and boot
covers.
(All other accessories
not included)
(4 piece set)

Long sleeve scoop
neck Knit dress with
ripped rag detail, nude
lining and uneven
hem with adjustable
drawstring detail.
Includes head wrap
and matching ripped
rag stockings.
(All other accessories
not included)
(3 piece set)

Style 7711

“Yo! Mummy”

Teen

$15.99         XS, S, M, L         
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9001
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG7711
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG8986


Style 10261



Panné velvet dress features front fur inset panel with bow 
detail, multi-tiered ruffled skirt, and full detachable tail. 
Includes fur trimmed ears, fur glovettes, and matching leg

warmers. (All other accessories not included) 
(4 piece set)

Style 10261

“Sassy & Sly”

Girl/Tween

$15.99         S, M, L, XL          
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10261


Panné velvet dress features zip-up front, full skirt, attached
hood with panda face appliqué has stuffed fur and satin ears.
Coordinating paw print mitts and leg warmers included. (All

other accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)

Style 10353

“Panda Cutie”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $15.99
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10353


Style 10241

“Native Beauty”

Girl/Tween

$14.99         S, M, L, XL          

Faux suede dress with full skirt has a set-in embellished 
collar, trimmed with fringe. Matching belt with felt feather 

detail and headpiece included. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10241


Style 10386

“Century Superstar”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $13.99

Multi-printed asymmetrical dress with set-in lamé belt, bright
fishnet crop top, matching lame leggings with leg tie detail.
Matching lamé headband bow, coordinating fishnet hair sash,

and mismatched gloves included. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(7 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10386


Style 10371

“Girly A-Go-Go”

Girl/Tween

$9.99         S, M, L, XL          

Daisy print shift dress with bright color accents, separate belt
with retro buckle, and matching mod cap with daisy print. 

(All other accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10371


Style 10351

“Zombie U”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $11.99

Knit dress with tattered faux leather sleeves, custom zombie
print, full tattered faux leather skirt, and 2-color ribbon trim 
details throughout. Matching pom-poms and faux leather hair

ties included. (All other accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10351


Style 10373

“Little Wicked”

Girl/Tween

$14.99         S, M, L, XL          

Satin and faux leather dress features lace overlays, batwing
faux leather peplums, and sequin trim accents. Lace and

satin collar with brooch and metallic knit cape, matching faux
leather fingerless gloves, and sequin trim horn headband 

included. (All other accessories not included) 
(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10373


Style 10372

“Gypsy Magic”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $13.99

Off the shoulder dress with satin peasant top, faux leather
waist cincher with sequin lace-up detail, full high-low skirt with
attached glitter print hip sash. Includes matching panné velvet

head scarf with coin trim. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(2 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10372


Style 9949

“Clownin’ Around”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $14.99

Knit striped dress with faux vest, multi-layered
tutu skirt and daisy accent. Includes mini clown
hat with headband, polka dotted neck tie, and
coordinating polka dotted gloves and leggings.

(All other accessories not included)
(5 piece set)

Style 9926

“Pretty Lil’ Penguin”

Girl/Tween

S, M, L, XL         $13.99

Panné velvet hooded dress with “tuxedo” tummy,
accented with button accents and finished with
satin bowtie. Attached hood has dimensional

penguin face and mini top hat. Included are satin
hand “fins” and leg warmers with satin penguin

feet detail.
(All other accessories not included)

(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9949
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9926


Style 10380

“Zinger Zebra”

Girls

XS, S, M            $15.99

Zebra printed panné velvet dress features full hi-low skirt,
attached hood, faux tie front corset, polka dot trim accents,
ruffle details, and pink bow accents. Attached hood has

polka dot accent ears and full fleece mane. 
Includes coordinating gloves and matching boot covers.

(All other accessories not included) 
(3 piece set)

Style 10379

“Magical Pony”

Girls

XS, S, M            $13.99

Printed panné velvet dress features hood with constructed
face and full mane, detachable tail, and “horse’s bridle” 
details. Included are fingerless gloves, bandana print 

neckerchief, and matching boot covers. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10380
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10379


Style 9051

“Precious Lil’ Owl”

Girls

XS, S, M, L        $13.99

Knit dress with multi-ruffle bodice detail and sheer 
multi-tiered skirt. Fully lined fur snood hat with three
dimensional owl ears and face, and ribbon detail with 
pom-poms. Matching tiered wings and sheer matching

sleeve puffs included. 
(All other accessories not included)

(4 piece set)

Style 9606

“I’m Seeing Spots”

Girls

XS, S, M, L            $13.99

Style 9020

“Gigi Giraffe”

Girls

S, M, L                  $13.99

Dalmatian dot printed
panné velvet dress
with attached hood,
detachable tail, and

pink fur accents. Hood
has a constructed
face, dress has a

set-in “doggie collar”.
Matching leg warmers

with fur accents
included.

(All other accessories
not included)
(2 piece set)

Sleeveless printed
panné velvet dress with a

faux fur hemline and
attached tail. Hooded
capelet with three
dimensional giraffe

head and contrast color
pom poms. Includes
matching printed boot

covers.
(All other accessories

not included)
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9051
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9606
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9020


Style 10249

“Ninja Star”

Girls

S, M, L               $14.99

Panné velvet dress with inset brocade waist sash, center
front brocade panels, frog closure detail and red satin 
accents throughout. Coordinating knit leggings with satin

accents and tie on mask included. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(3 piece set)

Off the shoulder, panné velvet dress features lace trimmed
neckline and a double layered, lace ruffle hemline with
flower accent and a set-in belt. Coordinating hair flower

and choker included. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(3 piece set)

Style 10374

“Señorita Chiquita”

Girls

XS, S, M            $13.99
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10249
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10374


Style 10350

“Charm School Witch”

Girls

XS, S, M            $13.99

Satin and lamé dress featuring a full multi-color foil star
print organza skirt, lace up detail, set-in belt, and glitter cat

print apron. Matching hat included. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(2 piece set)

Style 9951

“Sweet ‘n Spooky”

Girls

$13.99                  S, M, L

Knit hooded dress with 
glitter ribcage screen print
accented with sequin heart

patch, 2-layer lace and
sheer glitter mesh sleeves,
and multi-layered hi-low

skirt. 
(All other accessories not

included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9942

“Señorita Bone-ita”

Girls

$14.99                  S, M, L         

Knit dress with off-shoulder
silhouette, skeleton bone

print, lace trim accents, and
multi-layer skirt. Includes
knit leggings with bone
screen print, fingerless

gloves with lace trim, and
satin rose hair clip.

(All other accessories not
included)

(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9951
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9942
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10350


Style 9938

“Candy Striper”

Girls

S, M, L               $14.99

Style 9920

“Midnight Miss”

Girls

S, M, L               $15.99

Knit striped dress with all
over blood splatter print,
set-in waistband, distressed
apron with medical patch,
and multi-layered skirt. 
Includes matching nurse’s
hat with medical patch and
blood splatter print, and 
distressed knit fingerless
gloves.
(All other accessories not
included)
(3 piece set)

Panné velvet and satin
dress with grey lace 
accents, button details,
rhinestone brooch, and 
detachable satin cape with
collar. Includes mini satin
top hat with sparkly bat 
detail and ribbon accent.
(All other accessories not
included)
(3 piece set)

Style 9581

“Wrap It Up!”

Girls

S, M, L               $14.99

Mummy knit fabric dress with tulle petticoat. Coordinating
leg warmers, arm warmers, and head sash included.

(All other accessories not included)
(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9581
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9938
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9920


Style 10385

“Cuff ‘em Cop”

Girls

S, M, L               $13.99

Knit dress with ruffled tiered skirt, attached necktie, set-in
faux leather belt, and detachable police badge. Includes
matching faux leather police headpiece with police badge

and fingerless gloves. 
(All other accessories not included) 

(5 piece set)

Style 9921

“Ally Capone!”

Girls

$13.99 S, M, L     

Knit pinstripe faux 
button-down dress with 
collar and lapel, cuffed

sleeves with button accent,
set-in belt with sparkly 

dollar sign patch, red satin
ruffle detail, and lapel

flower. Includes collapsible
pinstripe fedora with red

satin ribbon accent.
(All other accessories not

included)
(2 piece set)

Style 9955

“Hannah Cuffs”

Girls

$14.99 S, M, L     

Kint striped dress, attached
faux vinyl belt with metal
buckles and grommet 
details, prison number

screen printed appliqué,
faux vinyl accents.  

Includes matching knit
striped hat and faux vinyl

fingerless gloves.
(All other accessories not

included)
(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9921
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9955
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10385


Style 9940

“Royal Princess”

Girls

$16.99 XS, S, M, L

Style 9576

“Dream Genie”

Girls

$11.99 XS, S, M, L     

Full panné velvet gown with
empire waist silhouette,

gold brocade inlays, sequin
applique, full sleeves with
puff sleeve detail and gold
glitter drape. Included is a
matching panne velvet

headpiece with ornate gold
applique accented with

matching jewel.
(All other accessories not

included)
(2 piece set)

Pink satin jumpsuit with
metallic netting overlays,
fabric drape, and coin 

accent. Matching 
headpiece with sheer drape

included.
(All other accessories not

included)
(2 piece set)

Style 9919

“Renaissance Princess”

Girls

XS, S, M, L        $13.99

Full gown with panné velvet
bodice, full satin skirt, gold
satin inlays, metallic gold
trim, rhinestone brooch, bell
sleeves, and glitter print art
on skirt. Includes gold lamé
headpiece accented with
sequin trim, rhinestone 
detail, and finished with
long gold netted veil.
(All other accessories not
included)
(2 piece set)

Knit dress with metallic net
overlay at center front,
metallic appliqué, satin
skirt, faux vinyl skirt panels
with vinyl accents, and 
attached metallic knit cape.
Includes faux vinyl 
headpiece with vinyl
accent and faux vinyl wrist
cuffs.
(All other accessories not
included)
(3 piece set)

Style 9957

“Gladiator Girl”

Girls

S, M, L               $14.99
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9940
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9919
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9576
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9957


Style 9029

“Cave Cutie”

Girls

S, M, L             $11.99

Style 8276

“Enchanted Lil’ Unicorn”

Girls

S, M, L               $16.99

Animal printed knit dress
with a jagged hemline and
faux fur asymmetrical top
with attached belt. Includes
printed hair bow, wrist cuffs
and faux fur boot covers.
(All other accessories
not included)
(5 piece set)

Panné velvet hooded dress
with ombre flecked gold
skirt and attached tail.
Hood 
features gold sequin horn
and ombre mane. Includes
whimsical ombré ruffled leg
warmers and faux fur
trimmed velvet gauntlets.
(All other accessories not
included)
(3 piece set)

Style 9922

“Dainty Dinosaur”

Girls

$14.99 XS, S, M, L

Style 8282

“Pretty in Poodle”

Girls

$15.99 S, M, L

Knit hooded dress with all
over foil dot print, padded
topstitched tummy, sparkly

multi-layer skirts, and 
detachable padded tail with
felt spines. Attached hood
has dimensional face and

felt dinosaur “spines.” 
Included are matching

gloves and boot covers with
felt “claw” details.

(All other accessories not
included)

(3 piece set)

Dress with an all over
flocked poodle pattern 

circle skirt.  Satin bomber
jacket and sequin faux belt
attached.  Includes scarf
and hair bow.  (All other 
accessories not included)

(4 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9029
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9922
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG8276
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG8282


Style 10390
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Style 10390

“Howl You Survive?”

Boys

$10.99          S, M, L

Lumberjack print hooded
knit tunic features fur

trimmed hood with wolf
ears, allover distressed

look, and fur trim accents
on neckline and bodice.
Fingerless fur gloves with

claws included. 
(All other accessories not

included) 
(2 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10390


Style 10389

“Creepy Reaper”

Boys

S, M, L                 $12.99  

Hooded full length robe
with multi-layered 
contrast drapes on 
neckline, sleeves and hem.
Features a red rib cage
screen print. (All other 
accessories not included)
(1 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10389


Style 10391

“Sgt. A. Paul Calypse”

Boys

$13.99          S, M, L

Long sleeve, woven, camo
tunic with faux bullet proof

vest has uneven, 
multi-layered distressed

mesh and netting accents.
Includes coordinating pants

and hat. (All other 
accessories not included)

(3 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10391


Style 9952

“Ghouls Out for Summer”

Boys

S, M, L                 $11.99  

Style 9943

“No Guts No Glory”

Boys

S, M, L                 $11.99 

Hooded tunic with ribcage screen print and multilayered
sheer mesh drapes on hood, sleeves, and tunic sweep.

(All other accessories not included)
(1 piece set)

Hooded, long sleeve tunic with bodice and sleeve
bone skeleton screen prints, and distressed gauze
layers. Includes tie on face mask with scull print.

(All other accessories not included)
(2 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9952
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9943


Style 9939

“Gone Mental”

Boys

S, M, L                 $10.99  

Tunic with faux vinyl straight jacket “straps” with buckles,
all over blood splatter print, and mental ward print. Lower

body strap has a Velcro breakaway feature.
(All other accessories not included)

(1 piece set)

Style 9941

“Warrior Knight”

Boys

$14.99                  S, M, L

Knit tunic with set-in faux
vinyl belt and plastic belt

buckle, silver lamé accents
with gold nail head details,
faux vinyl chest straps, knit
neckline insert with metallic
knit overlay, knit sleeves
with metallic net overlay,
set-in faux vinyl sleeve
cuffs, and attached knit

cape with faux fur
epaulettes accented with

gold medallions.
(All other accessories not

included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9956

“Escaped Convict”

Boys

$11.99                  S, M, L

Woven, distressed prisoner
jumpsuit with all over dirt

screen print, prison number
screen print, and attached
mesh sleeves with tattoo

screen prints.
(All other accessories not

included)
(1 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9939
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9941
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9956
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Style 10393

“Magical Petticoat”

Black, Pink, Red, White

$4.99          O/S                

Triple layer petticoat has
glitter dot printed mesh with

ruffled hemline, sparkle
15D flounce and acetate

lining with elastic 
waistband.  (All other 

accessories not included)
(1 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG10393


Style 9592

“Mixin’ It Up Fishnet Headband”

Lime over Hot Pink,
Hot Pink over Turquoise

$2.25                         O/S     

Double layered fishnet and
knit bow attached to 
headband.  (All other 

accessories not included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9595

“Mixin’ It Up Fishnet Crop Top”

Hot Pink, Lime Green

$2.75                 S/M, M/L     

Asymmetrical fishnet top.
(All other accessories not

included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9596

“Mixin’ It Up 
3-in-1 Arm Warmers”

Lime over Hot Pink,
Hot Pink over Turquoise

$2.95                         O/S     

Includes one pair fishnet
arm warmers, and one pair

solid arm warmers in 
contrasting color. Can be

worn separately or 
together.

(All other accessories
not included)

(2 pairs in a set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9592
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9595
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9596


Style 9598

“Mixin’ It Up 3-in-1 Leggings”

Lime over Hot Pink,
Hot Pink over Turquoise

$3.75                 S/M, M/L

Includes one pair fishnet
leggings, and one pair solid

leggings in contrasting
color. Can be worn 

separately or together.
(All other accessories

not included)
(2 pairs in a set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9598


Style 9610

“Mixin’ It Up Leotard”

Hot Pink

S, M, L                   $5.50 

Solid knit leotard.  (All other
accessories not included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9597

“Mixin’ It Up 3 Layer Tutu”

S/M, M/L                $6.25 

3 tiered 15D mesh tutu skirt
with elastic waistband.   
(All other accessories not
included)
(1 piece set)

Style 9613

“Rainbow Fishnet Tights”

S/M, M/L              $3.05 

Stretch fishnet tights in 
bright rainbow stripe colors.  

(All other accessories not included)
(1 piece set)
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https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9610
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9597
https://www.happycostume.com/shop/ebook/LDG9613


Style 10242
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